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SPECIAL MEETING OF THE PLANS CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 

       6th October 2020 

 

 

This meeting was a video conference call.   

 

PRESENT:  Cllrs M.Hudson (Chairman) 

   Mrs.S.Bhose 

   A.Biggs 

   Mrs.L.Clark 

   P.Mann 

   P.Morrow 

   M.Parker 

   Ms.J.Russell 

   M.Thorpe 

 

In attendance: Mrs V. Bright Town Clerk and Mrs J Sebire Assistant Town Clerk 

Public: 1 

 

26/20 Co-option to the Plans Consultative Committee. 

Cllr Mrs.L.Dedden and Miss.B.Salmon were co-opted onto the Plans Consultative 

Committee for the duration of the meeting. 

 

27/20 Declarations of Interest. 

  None   

 

28/20 White Paper ‘Planning for the Future’. 

Information on the White Paper was copied to all members.  All members of the Town 

Council had been invited to attend.  Discussion took place which included: that the 

paper itself was not easy to disseminate; that the council should not answer the 

questions but send a general written response; that the paper was not ambitious enough 

for environmental issues;  that it stated that houses would be carbon neutral by 2050 

where other countries had said theirs would be carbon neutral by 2030;  ‘reduced 

reliance on carbon intense transport’ not checked with new system;  removing towns 

and parishes voices from protecting their areas;  the planning of individual estates with 

roads that are too narrow; lack of infrastructure;  concern about developers landbanks 

needs addressing; make easier for neighbourhood plans to be made but then not riding 

rough shot over them;  ‘beautiful houses’ not compatible with generic house designs 

take into account each county i.e. inland, coast, small towns, cities; not much said about 

biodiversity and native species;  enforcement already under pressure concern 

developers may flout rules; use of internet may disconnect many of the elderly; concern 

that the paper states ‘will’ don’t feel it is a consultation; social media regarding planning 

should be embraced but as an additional tool not as only way for consultation; concern 

about new software;  concern about losing the ability to object;  need substantial 

biodiversity; concern that CiL is a fixed rate, infrastructure requirements differ from 

parish to town need to be a local determination rather that a national one;  should be 

fixed financial penalties for builders who land bank and not build in their time limit;  
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setting national targets is wrong; concern if local voice not heard then individuality of 

towns, villages and cities will be lost. 

It was proposed, seconded and  

RECOMMENDED that the Chairman would consider all the concerns raised and 

produce a document which will be circulated to the committee for their comments.  The 

response would then be a recommendation to the Full Town Council.  

 

 

There being no further business the meeting closed at 7.46p.m.  

 

 

 

                                                     ………………………………Chairman  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


